Bimodal cues for speech loudness.
This paper presents a bimodal (audio-visual) study of speech loudness. The same acoustic stimuli (three sustained vowels of the articulatory qualities "effort" and "noneffort") are first presented in isolation, and then simultaneously together with an appropriate optical stimulus (the speaker's face on a video screen, synchronously producing the vowels). By the method of paired comparisons (law of comparative judgment) subjective loudness differences could be represented by different intervals between scale values. By this method previous results of effort-dependent speech loudness could be verified. In the bimodal study the optical cues have a measurable effect, but the acoustic cues are still dominant. Visual cues act most effectively if they are presented naturally, i.e., if acoustic and optical effort cues vary in the same direction. The experiments provide some evidence that speech loudness can be influenced by other than acoustic variables.